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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], G. Higman proves the following result: 
THEOREM. Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of GL(n, q), the full linear group 
of dimension n over the field of q elements, where q is a power of a prime 
p. If the number of conjugacy classes of S is written qan2, then 
Taking S to consist of lower unitriangular matrices, Higman notes that, 
for i < j, the operation of substracting a multiple of the ith row from the 
jth and adding the same multiple of the jth column to the ith, replaces a 
given element of S by a conjugate. Higman obtains the above upper bound 
for the number of conjugacy classes by exploiting this principle. A lower 
bound is obtained by considering certain explicit types of matrices. 
Let 29,, be the group of upper unitriangular matrices iz x n over the field 
F, of q elements, and r(?$) the number of conjugacy classes of elements 
of 4. 
In this paper our aim is threefold: to obtain upper and lower bounds of 
the number r(‘$), to get the residue class of r(4) modulo the “best” num- 
ber, given in terms of the prime p, and, finally, to analyze the conjugacy 
vector A Q, = (lC,(g,)l, . . . . IC,( g,)l) of %&!,, assuming that $ is the disjoint 
union of the classes Cl,,,(gi), i= 1, . . . . r, and iC,(g,)l > ... 3 IC,(g,)j. 
* This work has been supported by DGICYT Grant PS88-0076 and by the University of 
the Basque Country. 
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With this aim, we obtain previously a complete system of representatives 
from the distinct conjugacy classes of 4. Indeed, let us consider the index 
set 4 = ((i, j) ) 1 < i < j < n > with the following order relation: 
(n-l,n)<(n-2,n-l)<(n-2,n)< .** <(1,2)<(1,3)< .A’ <(l,n). 
For each A ~9~ we define the type of A to be the tuple p(A)= 
Mq)(i,j, E 4) with ~(a~) = 0 or 1, according as aij = 0 or aii # 0, respec- 
tively, and we consider the following ordenation of types: p(A) <p(B) if 
there exists (u, a) E 9 satisfying the following conditions: ~(a~) = ,~(b,) for 
all (i, j) < (u, u), au” = 0, and 6,” # 0. 
Then we show that every conjugacy class of elements of 4, has a unique 
representative having minimum type. 
If A has minimum type in Cl,(A), A is said to be a canonical element of 
4. In general, we obtain the order of the centralizer of a canonical element 
A of 9,, and consequently the tuple A,,. Counting this canonical 
representatives, we get the following results: 
(A) Let m, m’ be positive integers satisfying m + m’ = IZ and m’ >, m. 
The number of distinct conjugacy classes that make up the maximal 
abelian subgroup &ml of 9$!,, defined as 
is 
r,n(.KJ = kto (I)( T’) k! (4 - IF. 
(IS) For each rz 2 6, the following inequality holds: 
r($J < q(n2/6)+ (n!6)(n - I)! 2”-l. (2) 
Putting r(‘9,J = q”“’ and (n - l)! 2”-- ‘q’z’6 = qcn2, where E, + 0 as n + co, 
we have a < l/6 + E, which improves Higman’s upper bound ( 1). 
On the other hand, arguing as G. Higman we improve Theorems (3.3) 
(3.4), and (3.5) given in [ 11. We have: 
THWIREM. If H is any subgroup of GL(n, l$), the number of conjugate 
classes of p-elements in H is less thun q(113+En’n-. 
GL(n, F4) contains abelian subgroups of order qtZ214 if n is even and 
4 (“2-1)/4 if IZ is odd, so that the (l/3 + sn) n2 in the above theorem cannot 
be improved beyond i. 
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THEOREM. If G is a group of order p”, the number of isomorphism classes 
of groups containing G as normal subgroup of index p is less than p(3is+en’nz. 
THEOREM. The number f (n, p) of isomorphism classes of groups of order 
p” satisfies f (n, p) = pbn3, n4ere 2/21- E, d b < 118 + E,,. 
This last upper bound can be improved. In fact, arguing in a different 
way, Sims [3] has shown that b--t 2121 as n -+ zoG. 
(C) Let m be a natural number such that n/3 d m < 42. Then the 
inequality holds 
m ” 
r(gJ~ 1 (q_1)‘+‘+‘q~s+rr-S(~+1)!2~1~1+l)iZ+rg~(Y,~,!) 
s=O 
+q r(~~,)r(~~-m)-(q-l)‘~~2’n 
( ! 
(q- 1)2+‘+1- 1 _ 1 
q-2 ) Jv 
where ml’= [(3nz-n)/2], r=m-s and t=s+(n-2m) (here, [x] denotes 
the largest integer <x). Taking n = 6t, m = 3t and s = t, then the above 
lower bound tends to qn’,lz as II tends to co. However, for small values of 
n, our lower bound is sharper than the one given by G. Higman. 
(D) Set q=p’ and tn(n - 1)/2= 2m + e, with eE (0, 1). Then there 
exists a non-negative number k such that 
where h(n, p) = (n - l)( p2 - p) or ((n - 2)/2)(p2 - 1) + (p - lj or 
((n - 1 j/2)( p2 - 1) according as t is an even number, n is an even number 
and t an odd number, or both n and t are odd numbers, respectively. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let us consider the index set 3 = ((i, j) 1 1~ i < j d n > with the following 
order: 
(n-l,n)<(n-2,n-l)<(n-2,n)< ... <(1,2)<(1,3)< ... <(l,nj. 
Set (k, I) E 9. We denote by (k, I)* the preceding pair of (k, E). For each 
AE~,;, we define the (k, Q-type of A as the tuple 
&d)(A) = Maij))(i, j)<(k,[) = (da,- I,~~), ...) k4ak,l)l. 
where p(av) = 1 or 0, according as au# 0 or a,,-=O, respectively. 
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If A, Beg,,,, then we write Z+],(A) <p(,,JB) if and only if there 
exists (iO, j,) E X satisfying the following conditions: (I) (iO, j,) < (k, I); 
(2),~(a,)=~4b~) for all (Z,j)< (i,, j,); (3)~,,~,,=0 and 6,,,#0. 
Clearly ({,+[)(A) 1 A E$,), <) is a linearly ordered set. For (k, 1) = 
(1, n), the tuple p(A) =Z.+i,,,(A) = (ZJ(Q))(,~,~, is called the type of the 
matrix A. 
Let us consider the set 
Evidently, 9?(,+) is a normal subgroup of order qnk-‘-‘k(k-11!‘2. 
If E, denotes the n XIZ matrix whose (i, j) entry is 1 and whose 
remaining entries are zero, it is clear that 
is a central subgroup of &‘&, = 9?,J~~k,I~ isomorphic to (F,, +). 
If N is a normal subgroup of a group G and g is an element of G, r,(gN) 
denotes the number of distinct conjugacy classes intersecting the coset gN. 
Since rJgN)= ]C,(g)l/]C,(g)l for any N<<(G) (cf. [S, p. 70]), we have 
rxfk,,,W&J = I~,,,,,(~)I/IC~,~,,,,(~)l for all A E 4, where we write 
4 = q!d, and S$ = %&,*. In addition, we have EG = T- ‘Ek,T= Ekl 
(mod ?&[)), for all TE ‘$. Finally, we denote A, = A - Z, for each A E 94, 
and %ib= {A,~AE%~}. 
3. CANONICAL MATRICES 
The tuple Z+JA) does not depend on the representative A of the coset 
A9c;k,Ii = A, so we can define the (k, I)-type of A as the (k, I)-type of A. 
We also observe that p(A) <p(B) if and only if ,I.+[)(A) d pck,[)(B) for all 
(k, I) E 9. Therefore, the equality p(A) = min(p(AT) I TE SYR} holds if and 
only if p(k,r)(A) = min{Z+)(A’) 1 TE 9nj for all (k, I) E 3. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (k, 1) E 9. Suppose that A, and B, are tlvo ?&-conjugate 
matrices of 2J0 such that aij= b, for all (i, j) < (k, I) and a,,# b,,. Then there 
exists CO E YO, 9&-conjugate to AO, such that cii = au for all (i, j) < (k, I) and 
Ck( = 0. 
ProoJ From the hypothesis it follows that there exists M,E ‘?$ such 
that 
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One verifies easily that 
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for ail do F,. In particular, taking do = -(bkl- ak,)-l ukl and C, = Ah+@‘O 
we obtain the desired matrix. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (k, I)E$. Then every conjugacy class qf %&), 
contains a unique element having minimum (k, I)-type in its conjugacy class. 
ProoJ The result is clear for (k, I)= (n- 1, n), (n-2, y1- 1) and 
(n - 2, n). Suppose now that the result is not true and let (k, I) > (n - 2, n) 
be the minimal element in 9 for which the theorem fails. There exist 
matrices A, B, T satisfying the following conditions: A f B (mod $!&& 
AT= B (mod 9&)), and both A9&) and B’?&) have minimum (k, /)-type 
in Cl,,,,(A). Then AT= B (mod 9c;k,[)*) and the elements A = A’$&* and 
B: = B%+[)* have minimum (k, l)*-type in CZq(d). The choice of the pair 
(k, I) implies that A = B, so, aii= b, for all (i, j) < (k, I)*. Now, from 
Lemma 3.1, we can consider a matrix C E gn, 9$‘,-conjugate to A, such that 
ck[= 0 and cii= b, for ail (i, j) < (k, I)*. But B has minimum (k, Q-type, 
hence necessarily, b,,= 0. Now, A f B (mod 9&)) and bkl= 0, so akr# 0, 
whence pk/(B) < ,uCLkt(A), which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Every conjugacy class of elements of %,, contains a 
unique representative of minimum type. 
Proof: It follows directly from Theorem 3.2 setting (k, 1) = (1, n). 
DEFINITION. If A$&, is the unique element of Cl,,,,,(AQ,) having 
minimum (k, E)-type, then A$&, is said to be a canonical element of &&[). 
Evidently, A is a canonical matrix of %,, if and only if Agck,!) is a canonical 
element of &&I1 for all (k, l)~4. 
LEMMA 3.4. For every A E 9&‘,, rX,JJJ+&) = 1 or 4. 
Proof. +&i is a central subgroup of &&, = %J%&,. If AEZ(&&~))~ 
then r,,,,,(Ak&J = IA&&J = q. On the other hand, if A$Z(%&,,), then 
there exist I+ M, E ‘$ and b E F, - (0) such that 
AhfMo E A, + bE, (mod 5!&,)). 
From Lemma 3.1 we get J- = A(Z+ dbEkl) for all FIG F,. Therefore 
AJ%.~~ = CZztk,,,(A) and rxck,l,t~J’&,rJ = 1. 
DEFINITION. We say that (k, I) is an inert point of A (or of A,) if 
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~~,,,,,(2~4’&) = 1. Otherwise, if rXtk,,) (A,4&,,) = 9, we say that (k, 1) is a 
ram@cation point of A. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a canonical matrix of $. Then ,oe have 
IC,(A)I = P@) and ICZsti(A)I = qnicA), 
cohere n,(A) is the number of ram@2ation points of A and n,(A) is the 
number of inert points of A. 
Proo$ This result follows immediately from the following equality: 
(kl)E9 
- 
Evidently r,,, ,,(kVik I)) = 1 if and only if there exists T= (tii) E %%&[) = 5!$m . - -’ 
such that I, # [A, T] E J$<k,[). This last condition holds if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
AT= TA (mod 9&)*) and AT f TA (mod $j;k,()). 
The first congruence is equivalent to the following equalities: 
i a,trj= i t,a,j, V(i, j)<(k, I)*. 
r=i s=i 
Cancelling the summand t, + av we obtain the desired condition 
j-l j-l 
C a,“,=sT+l tisa,j, V(i,j)< (k I)*. (3) 
r=i+l 
By using (3), AT $6 TA (mod g&()) is equivalent to 
l-1 I- 1 
1 ali,&, f 1 tksasP 
r=k+l s=k+l 
Suppose now that A is a matrix of 5?& such that 2 = A%&,* is a canoni- 
cal element of 3&,).. Then 
If r Jy~k,,,(k%&lJ = 1, the element Ace, 
because A”,,, = 
has minimum (k, /)-type in C/3(&, 
A” has minimum (k, /)*-type and the (k, I) entry of A(,,, is 
zero 
On the other hand, if rX,k,,,(ZJ$~k,Ij) = q, then necessarily Acbj is not 
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conjugate to A,,., in &&,) for any b # 6’. Furthermore, the canonical 
elements of these q conjugacy classes are precisely the q elements A,,,, 
b E F,. Thus, we have shown the following: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A= (a,) be a canonical matrix of $, For each 
(i, j) E 9 let us consider the following linear equations: 
j-l j-l 
L,: 1 a,tVj- 1 a,-t,=O if j>i+2, 
r=i+l s=i+l 
Ljjtl:o=o, i = 1, . . . . n - 1. 
Let (k, I) be an element qf 9. Then the following assertions hold: 
(41 
(I) If the equation Lkl is a linear combination of the equations L,, 
(i, j) < (k, Z), then (k, 1) is a ramification point of A. 
(2) If the equation Lk, is linearly independent of the equations L,, 
(i, j) < (k, I), then (k, 1) is an inert point of A. 
The next three lemmas follow immediately from the above theorem: 
LEMMA 3.7. Let A be a canonical matrix of 3,,. Suppose that akf is the 
first nonzero element of its row out of the main diagonal, that is, ski # 0 and 
akj = 0 for all j, k < j < I. Then the pairs (k’, I ), with k’ < k, are inert points 
of A and, consequently akCl= 0 for all k’ < k. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let A be a canonical matrix of CC& and suppose that the 
following conditions hold (1) k < I < I’; (2) akl # 0; (3) a, = 0 for all i suclz 
that k< i< 1; and (4) a,?=0 for j> I’. Then (k, I’) is an inert point of A. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let A be a canonical matrix of CC& and suppose that the 
following conditions hold: (1) akj = 0 for all j witk k -C .j < I; (2) a, = 0 for all 
i such that k < i < 1. Then (k, 1) is a ramification point of A. 
The above lemmas are useful for both the calculation of the conjugacy 
vector of 3n and the calculation of upper and lower bounds of the number 
r(4). 
EXAMPLES. ( 1) A matrix having the same type of a canonical matrix 
need not be canonical. For example, if 
A(x, y) = I,, + E 7,1o+Eh,8+E5,9+E4.1l+E3,12+EZ,3 
+ EL, + E,,, + EL, + El,, + xE,,, + YE,,, E 912, 
then A(L 1) and A(2, 1) have the same type. However, from the above 
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construction, A(1, 1) is a canonical matrix but A(2, 1) is not canonical 
since (1, 7) is an inert point (otherwise, according to Theorem 3.6, the 
value at this point should be zero, which is a contradiction). 
(2) We shall denote 
A=I,+ 1 agEii= {aii)ci,ije9 
(i,j)EY 
f {/Ii,, .‘.!, Ai,’ . . . . il,, 2, n,> = {A;;, . ..) /I;;>, 
with A,{O, 0, l }, w h ere the symbol 0 indicates the zero value at an inert 
point, the symbol 0 indicates the zero value at a ramification point, and the 
symbol l indicates a nonzero value which is consequently placed at a 
ramification point. Thus, using Theorem 3.5, we can count the totality of 
ramification points in order to determine the cardinality of the centralizers 
of the corresponding canonical matrix. 
In the following list the symbol ((,I;,‘, . . . . AZ); [p”lb) indicates that there 
exist b different canonical matrices of type {A:,‘, .. . . AT;} and pa is the order 
of the centralizer of each one of these canonical matrices in accordance 
with Theorem 3.5. 
(i) The canonical matrices of 4 are 
(P’>; c431’L @‘, 01; cq’l’“-“I, ((4 0, ($5 Cq21’“-‘9, 
((5 to}; L-q’l’“- ‘9, ((02, o}; [q2](q-I)2). 
Therefore,we have A,, = ([q3]“, [q’]“‘-I) and r(S) = q2 + q- 1. 
(ii) The canonical matrices of c!& are 
({@h cc761)> 
({es, 01, [q6]‘“-‘I’), ({e”, l , 01; [qy+” ), ({e’, l ,02); [q‘y”l). 
({BZ, ., 8’ 0). [q5]“-‘)‘), > , ({e’, l , e l 0). [q5]‘“m”2), 13 9 ({P, .2,02J; [q4]‘“-“‘), 
((0, 0, 0 0 0 0). [q4](q-‘)‘), 11, I ({0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); [q’](q-‘12), ({e. 5 0, 5 O’}; [q31cq- ‘j2j, 
(1. e 0 e2 0). [q4](q-l)‘), ,,>, ? cf., e,o, 8, l , 0); cq4i’q-l)‘), ({=, e, 0, l , e,oj; c~4i(~-l~j, 
(I., e,o, 2,o); [q4-pl)j, (fez, 0, 8, 02;; [q3]tq-112), (1.2, 0, 0, 02}; [q3]‘4-I)‘). 
Therefore we have A,= ([q”]“, [q51q2-l, [q4]q’+q2-2q, [q3]“‘-“‘-““) 
and r(%) = 2q3 + q2 - 2q. 
(iii) The canonical matrices of 4 are 
({/p); [pp-q 
({e”. l ,O); cs’1’“-“‘x 
({es -1; [ql”](q-L)‘), 
({@, l ,O2}; [q*]“-“I), 
(CO”, l > 0'1; [q']'@)'), 
W ., $2, .) O}; [q9]‘“-“2), 
((@j, l 2, 03}; [q7]‘“-“2), 
((04, 0, 0, O’, 0, l ); [q*]'q- I)'), 
( {04, * o, l,O3}; [q6](q-l$ 
({O', 0, o=, 0, 0, 0, 0); [q7]'4- 1'2), 
({ $3, 0, 02, 0) 03 ); [q*]'q- l'p, 
(($2, 0) $2, 0, 02, 0, 0); [q8](q-')2), 
({Q'> 0, e', 0, 0) 0, O"}; [q7-p-l)'), 
({O', 0) 6, 0) 0, 02, 0'); [q7]'q-"'), 
(($2,. $ . 0 . 03). [q6]+1)J) ,li,, , 
(e’, l=, o=, e,o, l,O); [q6y-l)'), 
(0, .,o, e,o, 03,0, 0); [q7]'"-"'), 
(0, 0) 0, O,O, $2, 0) 02); [q6-y-lQ 
{O, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, l =, 02); [q+p-I"), 
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 0'); [yq'q- I"), 
{O, 0, 0, 0, 0, l 3,o2 1, c461(q-1)4), 
(0, 0) 0, 0) o”, 8, o=, 0); [q5]‘q--J’), 
( co, 0, 0, e2, 0, e3, 0); [q7](q-1)‘j, 
(0, O,O, e=, 0, 0, 0, 0,O); [qq’q-q 
({y 0, 0, e', 0, 0) 0, 0, 01; [q6-p1Y), 
((0. 0, 0 0 l 0 O2 02). [q"]'"-1)') I,>, , , 3 
((5 0, 0, 0, 0, o,*> 03}; wp-q, 
((a, 0, 0, l 0 0 0 0 l 0). [q6](q-'y), ?Il'>, > 
(h 0,0, l2,o, 0~0, 603; cq6i(q--l)?, 
(Co, 0, 0, l 2 0 l 03); [q5p1+ T 3 > 19 
(I.', 0,0,02,0,.) 02); [qy+, 
((-2, 0, 0, o’, l * 02’. , Ir [qS]k-“1 )3 
( { l2, 0, l , 02, l , O3 >; [q”](q- ‘j4j. 
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({ 05, 0) 03, 0); [q9](4- "I), 
({O',., 0: *, 02}; [q"]'"-I'*), 
({04,.,o,02,0,8); [q*](q-I)'), 
(($4. .) 0, 0, 0) o=j; [q7]'"-"$ 
({0j,=,0',0,0,0'); [qq'"-q 
(($3, *, 02, O,O, .) 0); [q6]'"-"1), 
(162, 0) O', 0, 03,O); [q*]'q--L+), 
((02, l , O’, 0, 0, l,o=}; [q7]‘“-“j, 
((O’, 0, O’,O, *2,(F); [q’]“-I”), 
({O’, l . 0, l , 0, 0, .) 023; [q']'"-"3), 
( {02, l 2, 02, 0, 0, O,O],; [qyq-')$, 
(($2, 2, 02, ., 033; [qy”-‘)j, 
( { 0, l , 0, 0, 0, Oj, 0, l >; [q7]'4- I)?): 
((0, 0) 0, O,O, 0, a, 0, 02'. [q6]'q-lF 17 j> 
({O,., O,O, o,*, 0',02); [q"]'"-"j, 
((0, .) O,O, 0, .2,0,0=); [lf]'q-'q, 
((0, l 0 l o2 0 0’ 0). [q5]‘q-“2 37, >3 J , L 
({ 0, 0, 0, 0, 02, 0) 03); [q4]'4- I)'), 
({*, O,O, O’,O, 02, l ,o;; [q7](q-Q2), 
((0, O,‘), 02, 0, 0, l=. 0); [q7](q-1)J), 
({*, O,'), e=, 0, 0.0, .) 0); [q6](q--l'")p 
((0, 0, I), 0, 0) 0, 0, l , 02); [qy-I"), 
(10, 0, '3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); [q"]'"- I!>), 
((*,O, 0, l 0 0 * 03). [q*]'"-"3), I,,> , 
( { -1 0, 0, l *, 0, 0, 0, 0) 0); [q6]'"- ijJ), 
({m2,0.. 0,02, e=, 02); [q']"-"2), 
((*2,0, e,o=, 0) 0,02); [qy-l)j, 
((*2,0, =, 02, 0, o3 ); [q4]'4- Ii'), 
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Therefore we have 
A,= ([quqq, cq9]q2- 1, [q8]342-3q, cq7]3q3-jq+*, 
[q6]2$+q3-6q?+q+2, [qS]2q”-2q3~3q2+~q- 1, [q”]q4m-2q3+2q- ‘) 
and 
r(gj) = 5q4 - 54* + 1. 
4. MAXIMAL ABELIAN NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
As an application of Theorem 3.6, we get the number of conjugacy 
$-classes of the following maximal abelian normal subgroups of $, 
where in and m’ are positive integers satisfying nz + m’ = n and nz’ > m. Set 
Then we have 
Let A = (aV) be an element of ,I,; and let k, k’, I’, I be natural numbers 
satisfying I < k < k’ < m and m + 1 < I’ < I < n. Straightforward calculations 
show the following equalities: 
(1) If T= I,+xEkk., then T-‘AT= A -x CjbmS a,?Ekj. 
(2) If T= I, + xErCc, then T-IAT= A +x xi<,,, ailrEiI. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A = (a@) be an element oj- &,. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) A is a canonical matrix of 9$. 
(2) There exists a permutation 0 of the symmetric group of degree n 
such that 
A = fi (I+ a,O(i)Eiu,ij)=I+ i aio(i)Ei0(03 
i=m i=m 
with (i, a(i))E$ for each i= 1, . . . . m. 
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Proof. Suppose that A E -+L is a canonical matrix of ‘$, which does not 
satisfy condition (2). Then, there exists a minimum pair (k, I) E 3 satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) akl#O. 
(ii) Either ak, is not the last nonzero element in its column, or ukl is 
not the first nonzero element in its row. 
Let us suppose first that there exists k’ satisfying I< k -=z k’ f m and 
a,,, # 0. It follows from the minimal condition of (k, I), that the elements of 
the k’th row of A,n,,r are equal to zero, except ak’/ # 0. Set T= I- .xEkk., 
with x = a,,a;/. Then, 
B=AT=A-x 1 a,3Ekj=A-a,,E,,. 
iam 
Therefore the block B,,,,. equals to A,,., with the exception of the entry 
(k, I), since b,,= 0 # akl. Thus, we have obtained a matrix B, $e,,-conjugate 
to A and having smaller type, which is impossible. 
Suppose now that there exists 1’ such that m + 1 < 1’ < I< n and akls # 0. 
The minimal condition of (k, I) implies that ail, = 0 for every i satisfying 
i > k and i # I’. Set T = I + xE,.,, with x = -a,a,?, Then we have 
B=A==A+x 1 arrrEir, 
ick 
and 
bii=ag for all (i, j) c (k, 1) and b,, = 0 # ak,. 
Consequently, the type of B is less than the one of A, in contradiction with 
the hypothesis. Therefore A satisfies condition (2). 
Conversely, suppose now that A satisfies condition (2), but A is not 
canonical. Let B be the canonical matrix of U,,(A). From the implication 
(1) +- (2), B satisfies also condition (2). Therefore, A and B have different 
type and thus we can consider the smallest (k, E) ~3 such that the (k, I)- 
types of A and B are different. Let us denote 
AIk,[, = i’ak’k+l “’ a;:,]. 
Since both A and B satisfy condition (2), the rank of the matrices 
A Ik,II --,k,~i and Blk./, -I,k,rI is equal to the number of nonzero elements 
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and therefore, the first of them is greater than the second one in one unit, 
because aV = b, for all (i, j) < (k, I) and ukl # 0 = bk, (in fact, pCk,JA) = 
,u(,,,,*(B) and B is canonical in gH’,, so B has minimum (k, I)*-type. More- 
over, A is $&-conjugate to B, hence AY!&)* and B9Ck,l,l are Y,,-conjugates 
and consequently, by using Theorem 3.2, we get ACf&)* = B?&)*, that is, 
au = b, for all (i, j) < (k, I), but /+&A) # pCk,[,(B), hence necessarily 
ak, # 0 = bkl). Set B = AC. Then we have B ,kll = A$?, hence Blkl, -Ilk,, and 
A (k/l - I,kl, are 9I-k+ r- conjugates and consequently they have the same 
rank, which is a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that A is a canonical 
matrix of G. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The number of conjugacy 93,,-classes that make up the 
maximal abelian normal subgroup .&Y,, of 3,, is 
ProoJ: The number of different types of matrices of *,Ym having k non- 
diagonal nonzero elements is (T)(n-m)(n-m- l)...(n-m-k+ 1). In 
fact, between the m first rows, we can choose k rows (having exactly one 
non zero element each of them) in (z) different ways. Fixed these rows, the 
column corresponding to the first of them can be chosen in n -m different 
ways, the second, in (12 -m) - 1 different ways, and the k-th column, in 
(n-m)-(k-l) dff i erent ways. Furthermore , for each one of these types, 
there exist (q - l)k different matrices, therefore we conclude the desired 
result.’ 
Remark. Straightforward calculations show the following equality: 
Note that uk= I ~r/k is not the whole group, for example the matrix 
I, + El2 + EZ3 does not belong to this union. 
5. UPPER BOUNDS 
Let A, = (aq) be an element of CT&. An element au is said to be a pivot of 
A, (or of A = I, + A,) if it is the first nonzero element in its row. 
We shall say that A, satisfies the property B if for any pivot aV the 
elements of thejth column above the ith row are zero. It is clear that if A0 
’ This result has also been obtained by L. Ortiz de Elguea. 
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satisfies the property 9, then A,, has as many pivots as nonzero rows and 
every row and every column has at most one pivot. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let AO~ Ce, be a matrix satisfJ@ng the property 9 afzd 
suppose that the kth row of A0 is the zero vector. We define B, = (b,) setting 
b,= 0 if j= k and aik is not a pivot and b,= aV, otherwise. Then B, is 
93,,-conjugate to AO, B,, satisfies the property B and the entries of the kth 
column of B, are zero except for at most one entry corresponding to a pivot 
of both A,, and B,. 
ProofI It is clear that B0 satisfies the property P since aii= 0 implies 
b, = 0. Let (ir, jl), 1= 1, . . . . t be the entries of the matrix A, corresponding 
to the pivots of the first k - 1 columns, so that 1 < j, < . .. < j, <k. Then 
for any index s different from i,, . . . . i,, either the s th row is the zero vector 
or the pivot of this row is asr with r > k. In any case, the first k - 1 entries 
of the s-th row are zero. 
Let D be the submatrix of A, with entries (i,, j,), 1 d U, v 6 t. D has rank 
t since it is the product of a permutational matrix and an upper triangular 
matrix whose diagonal has precisely the t pivots of A, in the first k - 1 
columns, so there exist elements We, .. . . W,E F, such that: 
For any index I different from i,, . . . . i,, the first k - 1 entries of the fth 
row are zero, so it follows from (5) that 
A; = w1 A’d + ..- +w,A$+ Yk, (6) 
where Yk is a column vector whose entries are zero for the row indices 
11 > .*., i, and are the same as those of the vector A: for the rest of them. 
Note that if s # i,, . . . . i, and a,,#O, then a,,+ is a pivot. Let P= 
1, -C;= 1 w,Eilk. Then B, = A; = P-‘A,P and the result is proved. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let A E $ be a canonical matrix. Suppose that the kth 
row of A, is the zero vector. Then the matrix A, has at most one nonzero 
element in its kth column. If such an element exists, it is a pivot of A. 
Proof. Since A, satisfies the property 9, the matrix B, defined 
according to the above lemma satisfies the conditions given in Lemma 5.1. 
Then, clearly, both B and A have the same type. So, from Corollary 3.3, it 
follows that A = B. 
481:152;1-2 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let A be a canonical matrix of 4. Then the number 2 of 
zero entries satisfies the following inequality: 
ProoJ: Let J,, be the set of indices i such that the ith row of A, = A -I,, 
is the zero vector and let J, = { 1, . . . . n} -J,,. Set n,= lJOl and n, = IJ,I. 
Suppose that n, < n,,, that is, n, 3 n/2. For any index i E J,,, let us define 
the set: 
Qi= {aijIj>i] i, {akj(k<i}. 
In each of these sets there is, at most, one nonzero element which is a 
pivot, so the number &, of zero entries above the main diagonal in the set 
UiEJ, Qi satisfies the inequality 
&>n,(n-2)- y- l),y+f(u), (8) 
with 
f(x)= 2+?yLf, u,n,-II 
2’ 
UE 0,If [ 1 2 
It is clear that the function f(x) reaches its minimum on the interval 
[0, n/2] in one of its endpoints, so it follows that, for n > 6, 
~>?!SF 
‘8 4’ (9) 
Let us consider now the case n, > no, that is, no <n/2. The number of zero 
entries above the main diagonal in the set uiEJ,, Qi is bounded by (8). 
Now, the number of pivots of A is nl, which is the number of nonzero rows 
of A,, and every set Qi has, at most, one pivot, so the number of pivots 
in the set UiEJ,,Qi is at most no and there are, at least, n, -no pivots not 
contained in UiEJ, Qi. 
Let us consider the submatrix of A0 of size n, x n, consisting of the 
entries corresponding to the indices of the set J,. Above any pivot av of 
this matrix there are i- 1 obligatory zeros , so the number 1, of obligatory 
zeros in the columns corresponding to the indices of J, satisfies 
Lr>O+l+ ... + (nl -no)- 1 = @I- no)h -no - 1) 
2 . (10) 
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From (8) and (10) it follows that the number i of zero entries forced by 
the pivots satisfies 
A = A, + /I, 2 
2n,n-3n,-n~+(n,-n,)(n,-n,-1) 
2 2 
(11) 
Set n1 = (n/2) + u, n, = (n/2) - a. Then 
where 
Thus, we have 
1,3n2 3n 3 n-l ’ n2 2n 1 
‘8 4 2 
(-> =----- 
6 3 3 24’ (1.2) 
For n >, 6, the result follows immediately from (9) and (12). For 
n = 2, 3,4, 5, the number r(?Q has been obtained in Section 3. 
THEOREM 5.4. The number of conjugacy classes of the group of the upper 
unitriangular matrices of size n over the finite field F, satisfies the following 
inequality: 
r(4) d 4 m,+(n/6)(n- I)! 2”-1, (13) 
Proof. Let A be a canonical matrix. From the previous lemma it 
follows that the pivots of A determine, at least, n2/3 - 2n/3 zero entries. As 
the number of entries above the main diagonal is n(n - 1)/2, the number p 
of entries which can take any arbitrary value in F, is bounded by 
1r2/6 + n/6. Besides, every row and every column of A have, at most, one 
pivot, so the position of the pivots of A is determined by the product of a 
permutational matrix of size n - 1 and a diagonal matrix of the same size 
whose entries in the main diagonal are 1 or 0. It follows that the total 
number of dispositions of the pivots in the matrix A is, at most, 
(n - l)! 2”-’ and the result follows. 
The upper bound (13) improves those given by G. Higman [ 11 in 
Theorems 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, as we have indicated in the Introduction. 
Remark. Let p,(n) denote the number of dispositions of nonzero entries 
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of the canonical matrices having exactly i nonzero entries. Clearly we have 
pi(n) = n(n - 1)/2. 
For i = 2, 3 the number pLi(n + 1) can be analysed considering the 
following three cases: (1) there are no nonzero elements in the first row; 
(2) there exists one nonzero element in the first row; (3) there exist two 
nonzero elements in the first row. 
For i = 2 the following relation holds, 
whence 
P,(n) = 
n(n - l)(n - 2)(3n - 5) 
24 
For i= 3 the following relation holds, 
n+l 
/Jj(n + 1) = P3(n) -t nP2(n) - C rj + t? 
j=3 
where 
.j- 1 
rj= C rii, 
n(n - 1) r..=--fj+2+i-j, 
II 
i=2 2 
n 
t=-f tj and tj=(j-2)(n+ l-j). 
j=3 
Hence we have 
P3b) = 
n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)(n’-5n+S) 
48 
6. LOWER BOUNDS 
Let m be a natural number such that n/3 d m d n/2. Let {g, Jv;,, . . . . g,,Nm} 
be a complete system of representatives from the distinct conjugacy classes 
of the quotient group 4/&,,. Then we have 
r(%i?,)= 1 rgnkjAJ. 
i=l 
(14) 
In this paragraph we study the number r(‘$) through the local analysis 
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of the number r,( g,.#i) of conjugacy classes of elements of 9,, which inter- 
sect the coset giAL. The number rg”(,t$,) has been calculated in Section 4, 
For any index s in the set (0, 1, . . . . [(3nz - n)/2]}, let r, be the subset of 
4, consisting of the matrices of the form 
where Y=WI--s and t=s+n-21~2 (so, rz=.s+&+t and r>max(s,t)) 
and the matrices X=(Xii)i=l ,___, s.i=l ,._., r J=(du,)IG.,L,g., and Y= 
(J!k/)k= l,.... r;/=l,___, I, satisfy the conditions 
x,#O if i+j=s+ 1 
x,=0 if i+j<s+l 
d,,#O if u+v=r+l 
d,, = 0 if u+v#r+l 
and 
YklZO if k+l=v+l 
yk[=O if k-t-l>r+l. 
These matrices are slightly different from those given by Higman and it can 
be verified without difficulty that two matrices of the famiiy r, are 
conjugate in $ only if they are equal. 
In addition, let Q, be the subset of ~9~ consisting of the matrices of the 
form 
where s, r, t are as above ‘and X,, and Y,, satisfy the conditions: 
x,i#O if i+j=s+ 1 
x,=0 if i+j#s+ 1 
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and 
>‘kl # o if k+l=r+l 
.!!kl = o if k+Z#r+ 1, 
and R is any matrix of size r x r. 
We have X= X0 Tl and Y = T2 Y, for some T,, T2 E gn. Therefore, 
setting P= diag(l,, T;‘, T;‘, I,), we have 
where ME .A’^, . Consequently 
and 
r9n(Cs{Xoy 0, Yo} 4J 2 r&l;) = IrA 
= 4 
rs+ r, -s(s+ I)/2 ~ r(t+ 1)/2 
(4- 1)’ (16) 
for any matrices X0 and Y, satisfying the conditions (15). 
Straightforward calculations show that 
C,{X,, 0, Y,} Nm is +?J,,V,-conjugate to C,,{PO, 0, FO} A, 0 s = s’, 
Xo=Zo and Yo = Fo. (17) 
In addition, 
and for any T E YE 
(19) 
Therefore, bearing in mind (14)-( 19), we obtain the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let m be a natural number such that n/3 <m <n/2. Then 
the following inequality holds, 
m” 
r(@J)> c (q- 1)~+r+~q~~+rr-S(S+1)/2--f(f+1)/2+r~”(JITm) 
S=O 
+q r(~~)r(~~--m)-(q-l)“-2”* 
( ( 
(q-1)2”,,‘+‘-1 -1 
9-2 > > 
9 
where ml’= [(3m-n)/2], r=m-s, and t=s+(n-22m). 
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7. CONGRUENCES 
Let (m) 4 be the set of matrices in gn whose m - 1 diagonals 
immediately above the main one are zero. The series 
is both the upper and the lower central series of the group gR. We have 
(i) 2&/(if 1) Yn N- (F,, + ) x ‘!ri x (F,, + ) 
for every i = 1, . . . . n - 1. Therefore, by using (3.6)[4], the following theorem 
holds: 
THEOREM 7.1. Set q = p’ und tn(n - 1)/2 = 2m + e, with e E {0, 11. Then 
there exists a non.-negative number k such that 
where h(n, p) = (n - l)( p2 - p) or ((n - 2)/2)( p2 - 1) + (p - 1) or 
((n - 1)/2)( p2 - 1) according as t is an even number, n is an even number and 
t an odd number, or both n and t are odd numbers, respectively. 
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